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i n the spring of 1843, a group of men dug into an indian mound  
near Kinderhook, Illinois—about seventy-five miles downriver from Nau-

voo. Several feet into the mound, they found human bones and a set of six brass 
plates covered with inscriptions. These “Kinderhook plates” were soon brought to 
Nauvoo. The official History of the Church records that Joseph Smith examined 
the plates and translated from them. Many years later, two of the men present 
when the plates were uncovered revealed that the plates had been a hoax. The 
leader of the excavation had made the plates with some help from the village 
blacksmith and planted them in the mound just prior to their discovery. In 1980, 
the one surviving plate was examined and determined to be a modern forgery. 
This finding has been used to impugn Joseph’s credibility as a prophet and trans-
lator of ancient scripture. The argument, however, ignores the historical context of 
Joseph Smith’s personal interest in languages. A close investigation of the episode 
indicates that his “translation” from the Kinderhook plates was an attempt at 
traditional translation. He had not attempted a translation with divine aid, as 
he had with the Book of Mormon and the Book of Abraham, and he did not lead 
others to believe he had. His incorrect translation of the Kinderhook plates was 
simply a mistake—something he had never thought himself above.

Robert Wiley, known as a “respectable merchant” in the small village of 
Kinderhook, Illinois, told others that he had dreamed three nights in a row 
that there was treasure buried in one of the nearby Indian mounds.1 Wiley 
dug down several feet into a mound and uncovered “a flat rock that sounded 
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hollow beneath.”2 On April 23, 1843, he gathered several others with him 
to remove the stone and see what lay beneath.3

When the stone was removed, the group found human bones and a 
set of six brass plates, each bell-shaped and nearly three inches in height. 
There was a hole near the top of each plate and a ring that connected them 
together—although the ring quickly broke and the plates were removed 
from it. The plates were covered with inscriptions—both illustrations and 
what appeared to be an ancient language.4 At the time of the discovery, 
there were two local Latter-day Saints among the crowd. Wilbur Fugate 
recounted that when the plates were discovered, one of the Latter-day 
Saints “leaped and shouted for joy.”5

It is not hard to guess why this Latter-day Saint jumped for joy. The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints rests on the claims of Joseph 
Smith that an angel revealed to him the location of an ancient record, 
inscribed on plates of gold, and that God had given him power to translate 
the language on the plates, known as the Book of Mormon.6 The plates 
found near Kinderhook could be seen as providing evidence for the golden 
plates of the Book of Mormon.

The plates were soon brought to Nauvoo and shown to Joseph Smith 
by a man named Moore. This was apparently George Moore, a Unitarian 
minister based in Quincy, Illinois—located between Kinderhook and Nau-
voo.7 Joseph Smith kept them at his house for a few days and attempted to 
translate a part of them. Under 
the date of May 1, 1843, the 
official History of the Church 
reads: “I [ Joseph Smith] insert 
fac -similes of the six brass plates 
found near Kinderhook, in Pike 
county, Illinois, on April 23, by 
Mr. Robert Wiley and others, 
while excavating a large mound 
[the history includes images of 
the facsimiles]. . . . I have trans-
lated a portion of them, and find 
they contain the history of the 
person with whom they were 
found. He was a descendant of 
Ham, through the loins of Pha-
raoh, king of Egypt, and that he 
received his kingdom from the 
Ruler of heaven and earth.”8

Apostles John Taylor and Wilford Woodruff, publishers of both the 
Times and Seasons (the Church newspaper) and the Nauvoo Neighbor (the 

Western Illinois. Courtesy of Brian Hales.
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city newspaper), printed an article in both papers about the discovery of 
the plates.9 They also published a broadside with facsimiles of the twelve 
sides of the six Kinderhook plates. The broadside declared, “The contents of 
the Plates, together with a Fac-Simile of the same, will be published in the 
‘Times and Seasons,’ as soon as the translation is completed.”10

During the pioneer period of Mormon history, Apostle Orson Pratt 
and other Latter-day Saint authors occasionally republished the facsimiles 
and information about the plates as evidence for the reality of the golden 
plates of the Book of Mormon. These members clearly believed the plates 
were authentic.11 

The Kinderhook Plates Are Forgeries
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, suspicions began to arise regard-
ing the authenticity of the plates. In the 1870s, Wilbur Fugate, one of the 
men who unearthed the plates, wrote letters revealing that the plates were 
part of a hoax. He claimed that he, Robert Wiley, and the village black-
smith had made the plates, and he had planted them in the mound the 
night before their discovery. One of Fugate’s letters was published in an 
anti-Mormon book in 1886.12 In 1912, the Illinois State Historical Society 
published an earlier letter written by W. P. Harris, also present when the 
plates were unearthed, confirming what Fugate had written. Harris’s 1855 
letter said he had initially believed in the discovery but later discovered that 
it was a prank.13  

For over a century now, critics of Mormonism have been publicizing 
this evidence—insisting that if the plates are fraudulent, then Joseph Smith 

Two sides of the surviving Kinderhook plate. Courtesy of Chicago History Museum.
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must have produced a fraudulent translation.14 An anti- Mormon writer 
named Charles Shook coined a catchy phrase that has been quoted repeat-
edly: “Only a bogus prophet translates bogus plates.”15 In response to such 
attacks, Mormon historians argued for several decades that Fugate and 
Harris were lying in order to make Joseph Smith look bad. They attempted 
to defend Joseph Smith by insisting on the authenticity of the plates.16

sciEntific ExAminAtion
Clearly, what was needed was a careful examination of the Kinderhook 
plates to determine whether they were ancient artifacts or modern forgeries. 

Broadside of Kinderhook plates published in Nauvoo. Courtesy of Church History Library.
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In one of Fugate’s letters, he wrote, “I made the hieroglyphics by making 
impressions on beeswax and filling them with acid and putting it on the 
plates,” a process of etching that had been developed in Europe in the Mid-
dle Ages. If the Kinderhook plates had been created in the Americas before 
European contact, they would most likely have been engraved with a stylus 
or some other sharp tool.

Five of the six plates have been lost, but one remaining plate is housed 
at the Chicago History Museum.17 In 1980, Mormon historian Stanley B. 
Kimball received permission to have this plate tested by D. Lynn Johnson, a 
professor of materials science and engineering at Northwestern University. 
Testing with a scanning electron microscope showed that the characters 
on the plates were etched with acid, not engraved, and testing with a scan-
ning auger microscope found traces of etching acid in the character grooves. 
Destructive testing showed that the metal inside the plate was a fine alloy, 
consistent with nineteenth-century manufacturing techniques and unlike 
the crude alloys of ancient times. These results determined conclusively that 
the Kinderhook plates were of modern manufacture.18

Kimball also noted that the characters on the plates were not authentic. 
They bear little-to-no resemblance to any known language. In fact, they do 
not resemble language at all because they have almost none of the charac-
ter repetition found in genuine script. When Wiley and Fugate etched the 
inscriptions, they apparently just made up the characters on the spot.19 So 
there actually is no way to translate anything from the plates.

An ArgumEnt AgAinst A trAnslAtion
In the same article, Kimball argued that Joseph Smith never claimed to 
translate from the Kinderhook plates. In fact, he showed that Joseph Smith 
had not actually written that he translated the plates, as it seems he did 
in the official History of the Church. The mid-nineteenth-century Church 
historians who compiled “The History of Joseph Smith,” later published 
as The History of the Church, had taken entries from Joseph Smith’s journal, 
entries from other journals, and other documents and combined them into 
a continuous narrative that reads as if written by Joseph Smith. This kind of 
historical writing was common before the early twentieth century.20 Stan-
ley Kimball argued that the information on the Kinderhook plates in the 
History of the Church was unreliable because it was not taken from Joseph 
Smith’s journal but rather from William Clayton’s.21

William Clayton served as Joseph Smith’s private secretary and in sev-
eral clerical capacities in the Church and in Nauvoo’s city government.22 
While carrying out his duties, Clayton often worked closely with Joseph 
Smith. James B. Allen, a Mormon historian who wrote a biography of Clay-
ton, explained that “beginning in early 1842, William Clayton found him-
self involved in nearly every important activity of Nauvoo, but especially the 
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private concerns of Joseph Smith. For two and a half years, until Joseph’s 
death in 1844, they were in each other’s company almost daily.”23 Over 
time, they became good friends. Because William Clayton was so close to 
Joseph Smith, his journal contains valuable information about the things 
the Prophet said and did. This is why the early Church historians felt com-
fortable utilizing entries from Clayton’s journal.

On May 1, 1843, William Clayton traced the edges of one of the plates 
in his journal, and wrote about them: 

I have seen 6 brass plates which were found .  .  . by some persons 
who were digging in a mound. They found a skeleton. . . . The plates 
were on the breast of the skeleton—This diagram shows the size of 
the plates being drawn on the edge of one of them. They are covered 
with ancient characters of language containing from 30 to 40 on 
each side of the plates. Prest J. has translated a portion and says they 
contain the history of the person with whom they were found & 
he was a descendant of Ham through the loins of Pharaoh king of 
Egypt, and that he received his kingdom from the ruler of heaven 
& earth.24

On May 7, 1843, Apostle Parley P. Pratt wrote about the Kinderhook 
plates in a letter to one of his cousins. Pratt wrote: 

Six plates having the appearance of Brass have lately been dug out 
of a mound by a gentleman in Pike Co. Illinois. they are small and 
filled with engravings in Egyptian language and contain the geneal-
ogy of one of the ancient Jaredites back to Ham the son of Noah[.] 
his bones were found in the same vase (made of cement) part of the 
bones had crumbled to dust & the other part were preserved[.] the 
bones were 15 feet underground. .  .  . A large number of Citizens 
here have seen them and compared the Characters with those on the 
Egyptian papyri which is now in this city.25

Stanley Kimball questioned the reliability of Clayton’s journal entry by 
pointing out its differences with this letter by Pratt.26 Clayton and Pratt 
disagreed on a few points regarding the unearthing of the plates. But nei-
ther man had been present when the plates were unearthed—they were just 
reporting what they had heard. They were better positioned to know what 
Joseph Smith had said about the plates. Kimball wrote that “Clayton said 
that the plates gave a history of an Egyptian; Pratt mentioned a Jaredite.”27 
Actually, Clayton never referred to the skeletal remains found with the plates 
as belonging to an Egyptian. Rather, he wrote the man was “a descendant 
of Ham through the loins of Pharaoh, king of Egypt.” Pratt wrote that the 
plates contained “the genealogy of one of the ancient Jaredites back to Ham 
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the son of Noah.” So Pratt actually concurred with Clayton that this person 
was a descendant of Ham, supporting the credibility of Clayton’s report.

Kimball also argued that we do not know for certain where Clayton got 
his information. When Clayton wrote that Joseph Smith had “translated a 
portion” of the plates, he did not write that he had seen Joseph Smith trans-
lating or state directly that Joseph Smith had said he translated. The journal 
entry’s text and tracing of one of the plates do show, however, that Clayton 
was with Joseph Smith in the Smith home, had access to the plates there, 
and had his journal with him. 

Another assertion Kimball promoted was that Clayton may have been 
exaggerating—that what Clayton called the results of translation may have 
just been a speculative comment.28 But nothing in the entry indicates spec-
ulation, and this would not have been typical of Clayton. Modern histori-
ans recognize Clayton as one of the most accurate and important Nauvoo 
sources on Joseph Smith. James B. Allen, Clayton’s biographer, wrote that 
Clayton “delighted in the specific and the concrete, which helps account 
for his success as a scribe and a clerk. .  .  . [A]s a diarist and historian he 
described what he saw around him, usually with skill and great descrip-
tive power but seldom with any interpretive imagination.”29 Church leaders 
trusted his reporting of Joseph Smith’s teachings enough to canonize Clay-
ton’s report of some of these teachings, taken with little change from his 
journal entries, as what are now sections 130 and 131 of the Doctrine and 
Covenants.30 Clayton’s entry about Joseph Smith’s statements and actions 
regarding the Kinderhook plates is likely accurate.

Kimball’s main argument that Joseph Smith did not translate is that “the 
expected translation did not appear.”31 But Clayton said Joseph Smith had 
translated only “a portion” of the Kinderhook plates. And a translation of 
or from the “portion” Smith worked on did “appear”—in Clayton’s journal. 
Although Joseph Smith himself did not write that he had translated from 
the Kinderhook plates, we still have to account for what Clayton wrote—
which to all appearances is reliable. Consequently, as believing Latter- day 
Saints, we need to be able to explain how Joseph Smith could have trans-
lated from fraudulent plates.

Some may feel that we also need to account for Joseph Smith believing 
the plates were genuine. Although he was a prophet, he was a man who 
could make mistakes. Joseph Smith believed that the Holy Ghost could 
warn him of trouble and help him discern truth from falsehood,32 but he 
also admitted that he could be tricked by others. For example, he explained 
that when the Missouri state militia took him and others as prisoners 
in 1838 it was because George Hinkle, a fellow Latter-day Saint whom 
they trusted, had taken them to negotiate with the militia and, as Smith 
wrote, “decoyed us unawares.”33 Because Joseph Smith never claimed that 
he could not be deceived, his mistaken belief that the Kinderhook plates 
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were genuine does not detract from his prophetic claims. Moreover, Joseph 
Smith’s belief that the Kinderhook plates were genuine could be used to 
argue that he was a true prophet. It suggests that he believed in real buried 
records, as one would expect if he had found such a record himself. The only 
real problem for Latter-day Saints is how or why Joseph Smith translated 
from the Kinderhook plates.

The Problem of Translation
It should be noted that the problem of Joseph’s translation of the Kin-
derhook plates is not in how much he translated but rather whether he 
translated at all. If Joseph Smith only translated a single character from the 
plates, we would still need to explain how this could be if there was nothing 
to translate.

Since 1981, when Stanley Kimball published his article on the Kinder-
hook plates, his evidence that the plates were forgeries has been uniformly 
accepted. Nearly all devout Latter-day Saints who have written about the 
plates have also accepted Kimball’s argument that Joseph Smith did not 
translate from them. Latter-day Saints have been inclined to accept Kim-
ball’s argument that Joseph Smith did not translate the plates. They likely 
want to defend Joseph Smith as a true prophet, and they believe this means 
that he could not have translated anything from the fraudulent Kinderhook 
plates. Critics claim that since the plates were fake, Joseph Smith was a false 
prophet, and they have used this as evidence that he deceived others about 
having the gift of translation. What both these positions share in common 
is the assumption that Joseph Smith would have been acting as a prophet 
while translating from the Kinderhook plates.34

The assumption is a natural one, given that Joseph Smith brought forth 
the Book of Mormon through a process he described as translation “by the 
gift and power of God.”35 It is reasonable to place the Kinderhook-plates 
episode in the same context as the Book of Mormon—that Joseph Smith 
was either translating or pretending to translate the Kinderhook plates by 
the power of God. The problem with this common assumption is that it 
ignores the evidence that Joseph Smith had a personal interest in languages, 
that he spent considerable time studying languages, that he engaged in tra-
ditional translation without claiming divine aid, and that he approached the 
Kinderhook plates in precisely this fashion.

Joseph Smith and Translation by Revelation
Joseph Smith’s interest in language grew naturally out of his earlier pro-
phetic projects. He had translated the Book of Mormon in 1828 and 1829.36 
According to the Book of Mormon, the golden plates had been written 
using “reformed Egyptian” characters to express the Hebrew language.37 
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From the time he translated this passage forward, Joseph Smith may have 
seen a relationship between the Hebrew and Egyptian languages.

From 1830 to 1833, Joseph Smith and his scribes worked on a “new 
translation” of the Bible. Starting with the King James Version, they made 
several expansions and hundreds of revisions to the text, some by revela-
tion and others, such as small grammatical changes, which may have been 
considered to be the result of human reason rather than revelation.38 In the 
summer of 1835, Joseph Smith and others in Kirtland, Ohio, purchased 
four Egyptian mummies and a collection of papyri. Using the papyri, 
Joseph Smith translated the Book of Abraham by the divine gift of revela-
tion.39 He translated Abraham 1:1–2:18 in Kirtland; then he resumed his 
translation several years later in Nauvoo. His journal reports that he was 
“translating” the Book of Abraham and then “translating and revising” on 
March 8–9, 1842—about one year before he translated from the Kinder-
hook plates. Some of the explanations of the illustrations that accompa-
nied the published Book of Abraham used Hebrew words—again linking 
Hebrew and Egyptian.40

Joseph Smith and TraditionAl Translation
Joseph Smith’s translation work with the Egyptian papyri in 1835 height-
ened his more traditional interest in ancient languages. In addition to the 
Egyptian papyri themselves and the Book of Abraham translation manu-
scripts, there are several other manuscripts from this period that are clearly 
related to both. These documents, commonly called the “Kirtland Egyptian 
Papers,” are in the handwriting of Joseph Smith and others who were helping 
him at the time. One of these documents is a bound volume titled “Gram-
mar & Alphabet of the Egyptian Language,” with a spine labeled “Egyptian 
Alphabet.” The “Egyptian Alphabet” is really more of a lexicon—a sort of 
dual -language dictionary with Egyptian characters and corresponding defi-
nitions or interpretations in English.41

It is uncertain why or how these documents were made, but many of 
the character interpretations are clearly related to content in the Book of 
Abraham. Because of this, some people view the documents as the transla-
tion key for Egyptian by which Joseph Smith produced the English text of 
the Book of Abraham. Critics of Mormonism especially favor this hypoth-
esis because the English interpretations of the Egyptian characters do not 
match the definitions given by Egyptologists.42 Another hypothesis is that 
Joseph Smith first received the Book of Abraham by revelation and then 
tried to figure out how to translate Egyptian by matching papyri characters 
to the Book of Abraham text. Before Joseph Smith acquired the papyri, 
scholars in New York and Philadelphia had tried to translate them but could 
not.43 Champollion, the French linguist, was just beginning to figure out 
how to translate Egyptian using the Rosetta Stone. Perhaps Joseph Smith 
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was attempting the same process, using the revealed Book of Abraham and 
the papyri as his “Rosetta Stone.”44

A problem for either theory is that despite the overlapping content, nei-
ther document could have been wholly derived from the other. The “Egyp-
tian Alphabet” contains much that is not in the Book of Abraham, and 
thus could not have been entirely derived from it. Additionally, the Book of 
Abraham contains a great deal that is not in the “Egyptian Alphabet” and 
thus could not have been translated by solely using it. Another possibility is 
that Joseph Smith received initial impressions of some concepts in the Book 
of Abraham as he and his scribes attempted to figure out the papyri for 
themselves. These concepts, along with the group’s larger intellectual effort, 
were recorded in the “Egyptian Alphabet.” Such a process could account 
for why the “Egyptian Alphabet” and translated Book of Abraham share 
some content even though neither could have been simply derived from the 
other. These enigmatic documents remain a subject of great controversy in 
Mormon history.

Joseph Smith began a serious study of biblical languages in late 1835. 
His journal notes that he began his studies with “a Hebrew bible, lexicon 
& Grammar, also a Greek Lexicon and Webster’s English Lexicon.”45 He 
and others soon began an intensive Hebrew class with a Jewish instructor, 
meeting almost daily for the next eight weeks.46 The students read from the 
Old Testament in Hebrew and practiced translating. Joseph wrote enthusi-
astically of these studies, recording in his journal: “I attended the school and 
read and translated with my class as usual, and my soul delights in reading 
the word of the Lord in the original, and I am determined to pursue the 
study of languages until I shall become master of them, if I am permitted to 
live long enough, at any rate so long as I do live I am determined to make 

“Egyptian Alphabet.” Courtesy of Church History Library.
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this my object.”47 Smith never mastered Hebrew, but he studied in earnest 
and did gain some rudimentary proficiency with the language.

Title page of “Egyptian Alphabet.” Courtesy of Church History Library.
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True to his intentions, Joseph Smith maintained a passion for and inter-
mittent study of languages for the rest of his life. In addition to Hebrew, he 
studied Greek, and in Nauvoo he occasionally cited the Greek New Testa-
ment in his sermons.48 He also frequently used Latin phrases in sermons 
and letters.49 Toward the end of his life, he made a serious study of the 
German language.50 During the April 1844 general conference, just a few 
months before he died, he discussed Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and German 
translations of the Bible in his famous King Follett Discourse and drew on 
his knowledge of Hebrew to give a translation of Genesis 1:1.51

Joseph Smith continued his language studies throughout his busy life 
as occasion would permit. In a sermon about a month after encountering 
the Kinderhook plates, he drew on his knowledge of biblical languages 
and introduced his comments by saying, “I will turn linguist.”52 This shows 
explicitly that he saw himself occasionally taking on the role of a linguist. It 
is quite possible that he attempted to translate the Kinderhook plates, not 
as a prophet, but as a linguist.

The fact that the characters on the Kinderhook plates did not match any 
known language was not necessarily a deterrent to such an attempt. Stephen 
Williams, who wrote a history of amateur archaeology, explains there was 
no professional field of archaeology in Joseph Smith’s day: “Archaeology was 
open to anyone, and the data could be interpreted almost any way and . . . 
usually was.”53 Enthusiastic amateurs were eager to try to decipher ancient 
script.54 Even in the twentieth century, examples can be given from within 
the field of archaeology of mistranslations, mistaking non-linguistic pat-
terns for actual language, and translating forgeries—all in good faith.55

It is easy to imagine Joseph Smith—as someone interested in both 
language and the archaeology of ancient America—trying to translate the 
Kinderhook plates as would any linguist or archaeologist. It is also easy to 
imagine Joseph Smith—as the prophet who translated the Book of Mormon 
and the Book of Abraham—trying to translate from the Kinderhook plates 
by revelation. So, when Joseph Smith attempted to translate from the Kin-
derhook plates, was he acting as a prophet or was he acting as an amateur 
linguist? An unbiased examination of the Kinderhook plates episode would 
have to consider both possibilities and follow the evidence wherever it leads.

Charlotte Haven and  
Translation by Revelation 

One source that suggests the method by which Joseph Smith translated 
from the Kinderhook plates is a letter written by Charlotte Haven, a young 
woman who visited Nauvoo in 1843. Haven, a Unitarian, wrote to her “dear 
home friends” about the Kinderhook plates. She reported that “Mr. Moore,” 
apparently the Reverend George Moore, had shown her the plates and that 
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they were “half a dozen thin pieces of brass, apparently very old, in the 
form of a bell about five or six inches long.” Haven continued: “When he 
showed them to Joseph, the latter said the figures or writing on them was 
similar to that in which the Book of Mormon was written, and if Mr. Moore 
could leave them, he thought that by the help of revelation he would be able 
to translate them. So a sequel to that holy book may soon be expected.”56 
Haven’s account does not describe how Joseph Smith translated from the 
Kinderhook plates, but it does purport to tell how he initially expected to 
translate: by revelation.

Haven’s account is plausible. George Moore wrote in his diary the pre-
vious June that Joseph Smith had shown him a transcript of characters from 
the golden plates of the Book of Mormon.57 That earlier encounter, and 
similarities Moore perceived between the Book of Mormon characters and 
some of the Kinderhook plates characters, could account for why Moore 
brought the plates to Joseph Smith. If Joseph Smith also perceived these or 
other similarities, he may have concluded that he could translate the char-
acters on the Kinderhook plates just as he had been able to translate those 
on the golden plates.

While this scenario is plausible, its accuracy is uncertain. Although 
Haven was largely accurate in reporting Nauvoo events, she occasionally 
displayed a tendency toward overstatement—such as reporting that the 
Kinderhook plates were about twice as large as their actual size.58 Haven, 
in turn, was restating what she had heard from Moore about what he had 
heard from Joseph Smith. And it is difficult to assess how accurately Moore 
understood Joseph Smith’s statements and transmitted them to Haven. So, 
although there is a plausible scenario in which Joseph Smith might natu-
rally have discussed the idea of translating the Kinderhook plates by reve-
lation, as he had the Book of Mormon, the available sources do not settle 
this with certainty.

This, however, is not a barrier to further inquiry. Ultimately, the question 
is not whether Joseph Smith believed he could translate the Kinderhook 
plates by revelation but what method he actually used to translate the “por-
tion” Clayton reported he translated. And on this question, we do not have 
to rely on Charlotte Haven’s third-hand report of what Joseph Smith may 
have said prior to his actual translation effort. We have better sources to 
work with—sources that describe his translation activities and demonstrate 
how he derived the translation content.

Joseph Smith’s Translation of  
the Kinderhook Plates

On May 7, 1843, Joseph Smith and several others examined the Kinder-
hook plates. From this event, we have three sources that corroborate each 
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other and indirectly corroborate Clayton’s journal entry from a few days 
earlier. A close examination of these sources indicates that Joseph Smith 
attempted to translate from the Kinderhook plates by traditional meth-
ods. The first of these is Parley  P. Pratt’s letter discussed earlier, which 
reported that Joseph Smith displayed both the Kinderhook plates and 
the characters from his Egyptian papyri to his visitors, allowing them to 
compare the two. The second is Joseph Smith’s own journal, where he 
notes that either William Smith or Willard Richards (depending on how 
the abbreviated entry is read) was sent to get a “Hebrew Bible & lexicon.” 
That one of the Apostles was reportedly dispatched to get a Hebrew lex-
icon suggests that the men who were examining the Kinderhook plates 
may have been comparing their characters to Hebrew as well as Egyptian 
characters, languages connected by both the Book of Mormon and Book 
of Abraham. All of this further suggests that the group was taking a tra-
ditional approach to translation.

The third of the three sources is a letter one of the group wrote to the 
editor of the New York Herald. It was common in early America for people 
writing letters to newspapers to use an obvious pseudonym. With tongue 
in cheek, this correspondent, who was apparently not a Latter-day Saint, 
wrote from Nauvoo under the name “A Gentile.” The New York Herald 
published his letter about the Kinderhook plates, which reported in part: 
“The plates are evidently brass, and are covered on both sides with hiero-
glyphics. They were brought up and shown to Joseph Smith. He com-
pared them in my presence with his Egyptian alphabet, which he took 
from the plates from which the Book of Mormon was translated, and they 
are evidently the same characters. He therefore will be able to decipher 
them.”59 According to this witness, Joseph Smith compared the characters 
on the Kinderhook plates to the characters in his “Egyptian Alphabet.” 
Perhaps the “Gentile” made an understandable mistake in associating the 
“Egyptian Alphabet” with the Book of Mormon instead of the Book of 
Abraham because Joseph Smith was so much better known for the Book 
of Mormon. Joseph Smith had displayed a transcript of Book of Mormon 
characters to George Moore several months earlier. So it is not unlikely 
that Joseph Smith displayed it again on May 7, along with the “Egyptian 
Alphabet” volume, when visitors came to see the Kinderhook plates. In 
that case, the juxtaposition of Egyptian characters from both the Book 
of Mormon and the Book of Abraham could have easily added to his 
“Gentile” guest’s confusion over which Book of Mormon scripture the 
“Egyptian Alphabet” characters came from.

The “Gentile” correspondent to the New York Herald  watched Joseph 
Smith comparing characters from the plates and from the “Egyptian Alpha-
bet” in a method typical of traditional translation. And, as he wrote, “they 
are evidently the same characters.” The characters were not only compared 
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but compared favorably. Joseph Smith and others believed they had found 
matching characters. As the author of the letter put it: “He therefore will be 
able to decipher them.”

This naturally leads to the question: Which characters in the “Egyp-
tian Alphabet” were found to match characters on the Kinderhook plates 
and what were the corresponding English definitions for those characters 
in the “Egyptian Alphabet”? William Clayton’s journal gives us evidence 
of one such character. A few days earlier, when Clayton wrote that Joseph 
Smith had translated a portion of the plates, he also wrote that Joseph 
Smith had said they contained “the history of the person with whom 
they were found, and he was a descendant of Ham through the loins of 
Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and that he received his kingdom from the Ruler 
of heaven and earth.” This information bears remarkable resemblance 
to one of the character interpretations in the “Egyptian Alphabet.” The 
character named “Ha e oop hah” was given the following interpretation: 
“honor by birth, kingly power by the line of Pharoah. possession by birth 
one who riegns upon his throne universally—possessor of heaven and 
earth, and of the blessings of the earth.”60 A careful comparison of this 
interpretation with the information in William Clayton’s journal reveals 
their parallel content. In the table below, the parallels are printed with 
corresponding emphasis:

Comparison of  Translation to “Egyptian Alphabet” Character

Joseph Smith told William Clayton “Ha e oop hah” defined

He was a descendant of Ham through 
the loins of Pharaoh king of Egypt, 

Honor by birth, kingly power by the 
line of Pharaoh; possession by birth; 

and . . . received his kingdom from the 
ruler of heaven & earth.

one who reigns upon his throne 
universally—possessor of heaven and 
earth, and of the blessings of the earth.

The character named “Ha e oop hah” has the shape of a closed half circle. It 
could be said to resemble a boat in shape. This character bears some resem-
blance to one of the characters on the Kinderhook plates.

Of course there are some obvious differences between these two charac-
ters. The character on the Kinderhook plates is a closed half circle with four 
additional lines added to it. However, to put this in historical context, it must 
be noted that Joseph Smith and those who helped him with the Kirtland 
Egyptian papers had the understanding that the Egyptian characters on the 
papyri could be dissected into parts that had meaningful definitions of their 
own. This linguistic theory is explained in the opening pages of the “Egyp-
tian Alphabet,” just before “Ha e oop hah” is defined.61 If the extraneous 
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lines are dissected from the boat-shaped character, it bears a close resem-
blance to the “Ha e oop hah” character in the “Egyptian Alphabet.” On the 
Kinderhook plates, the boat-shaped character is relatively large and promi-
nently placed at the top of one of the plates. The plates had originally been 
fastened with a ring, maintaining any intended order. But the ring broke 
open as the plates were unearthed, and it is doubtful that any sense of order 
or arrangement was conveyed to Joseph Smith when the plates were lent to 
him. If Joseph Smith had any guess as to the order of the plates, he would 
likely have been inclined to begin his translation attempt at the presumed 
beginning of the inscriptions.

From the facsimiles printed by the Church newspaper, it can be seen 
that the characters and illustrations on each of the Kinderhook plates 
are divided by an inscribed line—with a more illustrative section at the 
top of the plate and with characters inscribed below on the main body of 
the plate. One of the sides of one of the plates—the last one illustrated 
in the broadside—differs from the others, rendering the area above the 
line significantly larger. Also, whereas 
most of the headings to the plates are 
filled with illustrations—particularly 
suns with faces—the plate side with the 
larger heading features two large char-
acters. The first of these characters is the 
boat-shaped figure.

Because this side of this plate had a 
larger heading, and a heading with char-
acters, it would have been a natural place 
to begin translating. And if Joseph Smith 
looked for a boat-shaped character in the 
“Egyptian Alphabet,” it would not have 
taken him long to find it. This character 
appears on the fourth page of the volume, 
which is the second page of characters 
and their assigned definitions.

Kinderhook plate character (left) and “Egyptian Alphabet” character (right). Courtesy of Church 
History Library.

Facsimile of Kinderhook plate with 
boat-shaped character at the top.  
Courtesy of Church History Library.
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The character named “Ha e oop hah” in Joseph Smith’s “Egyptian Alpha-
bet” can be seen as the same character featured prominently on the top of 
one of the Kinderhook plates, and the reported content of Joseph Smith’s 
translation from the Kinderhook plates can be substantially drawn from that 
character’s definition in the “Egyptian Alphabet.” It may be that the “por-
tion” of the Kinderhook plates that Joseph Smith translated on or before 
May 1, 1843, was no more than this single character from the top of one of 
the plates. It appears that Joseph Smith shared this same translation with the 
group of men who met a few days later. 

Comparison of characters from the Kinderhook plates and Joseph Smith’s “Egyptian Alphabet.”
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What Do We Learn from the  
kinderhook Plates?

Taken together, these sources indicate that Joseph Smith was attempting to 
translate the Kinderhook plates by ordinary methods of traditional transla-
tion. Furthermore, they show that he was doing so openly, in the company 
of a group of Church members and nonmembers. In contrast, there is no 
mention of Joseph Smith using the Urim and Thummim or a seer stone or 
divine revelation of any kind in any of the sources close to the event. Wil-
liam Clayton mentioned nothing about revelation in his journal entry about 
the translation of the plates.

As it turned out, the Kinderhook plates were not what they appeared to 
be. With the benefit of hindsight and modern scientific testing equipment, 
we see the plates differently than Joseph Smith did. Time has shown that 
he was mistaken. He mistakenly accepted the Kinderhook plates as authen-
tic artifacts; he mistakenly identified their characters as Egyptian; and he 
mistakenly thought that he had translated one or more of these characters. 
However, there is no evidence that Joseph Smith believed he had experi-
enced a revealed translation or that he led others to believe he had.

For over a century, many have argued as to whether the Kinderhook 
plates episode revealed Joseph Smith as a true or false prophet. Yet a closer 
examination of the relevant historical sources reveals Joseph Smith act-
ing neither as an inspired prophet nor as a fraudulent imposter. Instead, it 
reveals an enthusiastic, yet amateur, linguist.

There is a more general lesson to be learned here. Many arguments for 
and against Joseph Smith’s prophetic claims, upon closer examination, 
turn out to be much more complex than originally framed, or simply fall 
apart, because they are based on assumptions that turn out to be incor-
rect. A careful and historically grounded approach is best in evaluating 
such arguments.
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